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Geisinger CEO named to 100 Most InfluentialPeople in Healthcare list
Jaewon Ryu, MD, JD, Geisinger president and CEO, has been recognized by
Modern Healthcare as one of the 100 Most Influential People in Healthcare for
2022.

This recognition acknowledges and honors those who are deemed by their
peers and the senior editors of Modern Healthcare to be the most influential
individuals in the industry, in terms of leadership and impact. Dr. Ryu was
included among some of the most influential leaders in the industry.
 
While Dr. Ryu’s name is on this list, he is the first to point out that it is a
testament to the work each of you do daily. It’s an honor we can all be proud
of.   

“It’s an honor to be included among such an impressive group of people. This
award acknowledges the incredible work our Geisinger team members do
every day. It is through their dedication and commitment that we are able to
make better health easier for the communities we serve, while also
demonstrating value-based models of care that can serve as inspiration for
others across the country,” Dr. Ryu said.  

Read the full story.*

*Note: Subscription is required.

Revised HRA and FSA configuration formsavailable
Here’s what you need to know about our new HRA and FSA configuration
forms:

The group or broker is required to complete the forms. 
The group or broker will also need to sign off on each new HRA or FSA
and yearly for HRA and FSA renewals. 
As a reminder, we no longer fill out these forms on the group’s or broker’s
behalf.
We don’t accept email confirmations for an HRA to renew.
If we don’t receive the form, the group’s HRA will not renew. 

FSA configuration form

HRA configuration form

Updated PAR hospital network flyersavailable
You can find all the flyers at the links below:

Premier network

All-Access network

Choices network

Broker care team – Your one-stop shop
Don’t forget to use our broker care team! This group of specialized staff was
assembled to give our broker partners a dedicated line of contact, which will
deliver a better service experience through one-call resolution. Each team
member can answer questions regarding groups, members and agencies.

 
The broker care team can be reached by calling 866-488-6653 or emailing
brokerhelp@thehealthplan.com from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. 

Just for you:
brokerHUBs:

Commercial brokerHUB
Individual brokerHUB
Geisinger Gold brokerHUB
EmployerHUB
2023 GHP ACA small group benefits documents
2023 GHP GFA small group benefits documents
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